3. None of the decline-curve types were spatially or phylogenetically clustered. The only 35 characteristic that could be consistently associated with any curve-type was the time at which 36 they were more likely to occur within a time-series. Quadratic convex declines were more 37 likely to occur at the start of the time-series, while recovering curve shapes (quadratic 38 concave declines) were more likely at the end of the time-series. 39
concave (i.e. recovering), exponential concave (i.e. decelerating) and quadratic convex (i.e. 73 accelerating) decline-curves ( Fig. 1 a-b. ; Table S1 ), that carry information regarding the potential 74 urgency of conservation interventions. Moreover, there is some evidence that dominant threats can beF o r P e e r R e v i e w 4 diagnosed from distinctions in long-term abundance trend data using flexible Bayesian frameworks 76 (Shoemaker & Akçakaya 2015) . 77
In order to evaluate whether these decline-types represent useful triggers for conservation 78 action, we must first determine whether their presence is associated with any particular biological, 79 environmental or anthropogenic conditions. While it is well known that certain biological and 80 ecological attributes predispose species to higher extinction risk (e.g. large body size, low population 81 density, small geographic range, specific dietary requirements; Purvis et al. 2000) , recent studies have 82 (such as anthropogenic pressure intensity or certain environmental conditions) to be better 85 determinants of population decline. Although these studies do not identify any link between negative 86 population trends and species with an intrinsically higher risk of extinction, this does not preclude 87 associations with specific decline-types. For instance, species at a greater risk of extinction could 88 exhibit a higher frequency of severe quadratic convex declines, which might have been missed in 89 previous population trend analyses (i.e. based on simple linear regression). A higher frequency of 90 switching between accelerating quadratic convex declines and recovering concave trajectories (i.e. 91 exhibited during the process of "critical slowing down" prior to catastrophic declines; Scheffer et al. 92 2009; Drake & Griffen 2010) is a further potential indicator of proximate extinction, which could be 93 built within monitoring programmes to rapidly tackle at-risk populations before it is too late. 94
In this study we investigate the association between the decline-curve dynamics of a sample 95 of mammalian population data from a database of vertebrate abundance time-series and a range of 96 characteristics (defined in Table 1 ). Specifically, we use generalised linear mixed modelling to 97 investigate whether the presence of different decline-curve types is dependent on particular species-98 specific traits, levels of local, anthropogenic pressure, or based on particular attributes of the time-99 series itself. Through this study, we hope to provide insight into the conditions contributing to 100 different decline-curves, which could be used to pre-empt the application of particular conservation 101 management strategies. We chose to focus our study on mammals as they are a very well-monitored 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 107

Data manipulation 108
We first selected 75 high quality mammalian population time-series for our analysis, 109 representing 33 species, spanning 6 orders, which we drew from a vertebrate population abundance 110 (2013). The minimum requirement was that time-series had population counts which spanned more 112 than 5 years, had less than 8 year gap between data points, were collected from 1900 onwards, 113 exhibited stable or declining abundance trends (using linear regression), exhibited low environmental 114 stochasticity (based on whether the total reduction in population abundance was less than the 115 difference between the upper and lower 95% confidence interval around the linear model fit), and 116 were reported as being affected by one or more threats in the original source. All the data 117 manipulation and analyses here after were carried out using the statistical programming software, R 118
(R Development Core Team 2015). 119
We then applied the Kalman filter (as used by Knape & de Valpine 2012) to the time-series 120 data to account for potential sources of uncertainty arising from count errors using the 'dlmMLE' 121 function ('dlm' package; Petris 2015) Next, we identified the different decline-curves using the 122 We subsequently retrieved information for each population on several anthropogenic 137 pressures, species-specific and time-series related characteristics (see Table 1 for description and 138 sources), which we hypothesised might influence decline-curve dynamics and removed all decline-139 curves with incomplete information. Home range data and population density were retrieved from the Primary Productivity' and the 'Human Influence Index') we created buffer polygons with a radius of 149 1, 10 and 60 km around each population's point location using the 'Analysis Tool' available in 150
ArcMap v. 9.3 (ESRI 2008) and calculated the mean value across the buffers using the 'Zonal 151
Statistics' tool. We chose this particular range of buffer sizes as they correspond to the 25 th , 50 th and 152
75
th percentile (rounded-up to the nearest tenth) of home range sizes in km 2 across the species with 153 available home range data in the filtered dataset (n=21). significant differences between the mean values at different buffer sizes, therefore we continued the 156 analysis at the 10 km level (see Table S3 in Supplementary Information). Spearman-rank tests 157 (Spearman 1904) were carried out to test for co-linearity between continuous explanatory variables 158 (Table S4 in Supporting Information), and those with a correlation coefficient of greater than 0.7 were 159 removed from the analysis, based on the most commonly used threshold (Dormann et al. 2013) . 160
161
Statistical analysis 162
We first investigated the presence of spatial autocorrelation across each decline-curve by 163 creating a distance-based neighbours list using the 'dnearneigh' function in the package 'spdep' 164 (Bivand 2009). We tested several cut-off distances, from 10 to 100 km, and selected the minimum 165 distance for which all points were connected to at least another one. We then used the 'nb2listw' 166 function from 'spdep' to supplement the neighbours list with two different spatial weights (row-167 standardised and binary weightings) to characterise the relationships between neighbouring points. 168
Both spatially-weighted neighbour lists were then used in Moran's I and Geary's C tests on the 169 response variable of interests, through the functions 'moran.test' and 'geary.test' from 'spdep'. We ran 170 both Moran's and Geary's tests as the former is more sensitive to extreme values, and the latter is more 171 sensitive to differences in small neighbourhoods. 172
Given that evolutionarily related species and populations are not statistically independent 173 other decline-types. We selected a mixed modelling framework (with "species" and "biogeographic 186 realm" as random effects) to take into account the non-independent, nested structure of the decline-187 curve data, with multiple populations of the same species from the same region. To address model 188 convergence problems, some of the explanatory variables were scaled where required. We used a 189 those with a difference of less than 2 AICc . Since the binomial decline-curve type data were not 193 expected to occur under any specific statistical distribution we did not need to test for overdispersion. 194
We identified the variables which had a consistent effect on the presence of each decline-curve type 195 based on whether the 95% confidence interval around their model-averaged coefficients crossed 0 (i.e. 196
we assessed those that did not cross zero as having a consistent effect). 197
198
RESULTS
199
Although quadratic convex and combined concave decline-curves exhibited a higher degree 200 of phylogenetic non-randomness compared to the other decline-curve types (Table S5; their D  201 statistics were approximately 0), we did not account for phylogenetic structure in subsequent analyses 202 as this was neither a strong phylogenetic signal, nor supported by a large sample size (n=35 and 58). 203
Spatial autocorrelation was also absent across decline-curves (based on Moran's I and Geary's C tests; 204 all p-values > 0.1; Fig. 2.) . We identified 20 plausible models which described quadratic convex (Tables 2 and S6 ). We found that only one time-series characteristic consistently 207 explained the presence of quadratic convex decline-curves, with the remaining time-series descriptors, 208 biological traits and anthropogenic measures being less important. Specifically, we found that 209 quadratic convex declines were associated with a change in trajectory towards the start of the time-210 series (inferred from the negative 'proximity to end' estimate; Table 2 ). The presence of quadratic 211 concave declines was best explained by 23 models containing additive interactions between a total of 212 nine parameters (Tables 3 and S7 ). "Proximity to end" was the only parameter that was consistently 213 associated with the presence of quadratic concave declines (with a positive model-averaged estimate), 214
suggesting that this cure-type is more likely to occur towards the end of a population time-series. We 215 found that the presence of exponential concave declines was best explained by 58 models, with a 216 combination of 12 variables in additive interactions (Tables 4 and S8 ). None of these demonstrated a 217 consistent effect on the presence of exponential concave declines. When we combined concave 218 declines together in one category, their presence was best explained by 11 models, with a combination 219 of 7 variables in additive interactions, in addition to the null model (Table S9 ). None of these had a 220 consistent effect on the presence of this particular decline category. Our analyses do not pick up any relationship between body mass and severe quadratic convex 259 declines, which we had hypothesised as more likely in larger species with an intrinsically higher risk 260 of extinction. Similarly, we found no relation between species with lower r max (i.e. of slower life-261 history speed, with greater risk of extinction) and a higher likelihood of quadratic populations 262 declines. Such lack of associations may be due to the low number of quadratic convex declines in this 263 dataset and warrants further investigation. A further characteristic of this dataset which may preclude 264 these associations is that the species included are generally on the slower scale of the mammalian life-265 history speed continuum, thus reducing the statistical power of our analyses. It would be valuable to 266 follow-up these findings by collecting information on the intraspecific variation in life-history 267
characteristics across the various populations (as identified in Gonzláez-Suárez & Revilla 2013) in 268
order to obtain more precise estimates for such decline-curve associations. 269
Statistical analysis of the distribution of decline-curve types across IUCN Red List extinction-270
risk categories did not reveal any clear patterns. Contrary to expectation, more severe, quadratic 271 convex declines were no more likely to occur in populations of more threatened species than species 272 with lower extinction risk, despite IUCN Criteria A being based on 'high population decline rate'. 273
The inconsistency between decline-curve severity and species extinction risk may be explained by the 274 fact that percentage loss in population size and population decline-curve type measure two different 275 processes. The first metric considers the species' risk of extinction based on the total reduction in 276 population abundance, whereas the latter provides information on how the rate of population decline 277 changes over time. This result highlights how determining populations' decline-curve type could be a 278 This may have reduced our ability to diagnose declining populations to begin with, however would 294 not have subsequently affected the analysis. Additionally, our study did not take into account the 295 effect of possible conservation actions on population dynamics, which could have potentially biased 296 our decline-curve results. The paucity of information on the presence and timing of conservation 297 actions across the dataset prevented us from using it within a comparative analysis; however its 298 possible influence on population dynamics merits future investigation through more detailed case-299 studies. Finally, we included a high number of explanatory variables in our models (with respect to 300 sample size), which may have resulted in potential model overfitting. To reduce the chances of this 301 occurring, we recommend augmenting the dataset through an updated search for suitable population 302 time-series, expanding the study to include data from more animal taxa. A larger dataset would 303 enable division of the time-series into training and testing sets, maximising performance on the 304 training set and testing its efficacy on the unseen portion of data. 305
In addition to acting as a novel type of conservation trigger, dividing observed mammal 306 population decline-curve types into categories of increasing decline severity has the potential to 307 provide important insights for wildlife management. Although not a prioritisation mechanism on its 308 own, differences in decline-type could be incorporated within Criterion A of the IUCN Red List as a 309 more continuous indicator of the urgency with which species' population declines need addressing 310 (while also considering the potential costs and probability of success associated with their recovery). 311
For example, species with a greater number of severe declines could be allocated a higher risk ofF o r P e e r R e v i e w 13 extinction within the same Red List category, despite not having met the criteria for moving up a 313 category at the species-level. Assessing differences in population decline-curve dynamics could also 314 be useful for prioritising Red List (re)assessments, where an elevated presence of quadratic convex 315 population declines could instigate a closer evaluation of a species' extinction risk. We acknowledge 316 that such changes in the IUCN extinction risk assessment protocol might be difficult to implement 317 unanimously due to differences in the availability of population time-series data for highly threatened 318 species and budget limitations to monitoring additional populations. Extinction-risk categorisations 319 which include information on population decline-curve type may therefore be of greater use to 320 local/regional assessments, where the data is generally of higher resolution. 321
Our study illustrates how the identification of different decline-curve types can provide a 322 signal for a change in management action: quadratic convex declines could be used to trigger rapid 323 conservation action to prevent potential extinctions, while the identification of quadratic concave 324 dynamics could promote increased conservation effort towards the recovery of dwindling populations. 325
In order to confirm the efficacy of these decline-curve types as signals for management change, we 326 recommend performing this analysis over a much wider sample of population time-series, both 327 already collected and in the process of being monitored. Further testing on the power to detect 328 differences in decline dynamics in wild populations will also be required (sensu Nichols 
We expect longer-lived species to exhibit a higher frequency of convex declines due to being intrinsically at higher risk of extinction. We assumed a 50%
female: male ratio in our calculations.
As above, we expect longer-lived species with lower r max values to exhibit a higher frequency of convex declines due to being intrinsically at higher risk of extinction. for the best-fit curves is presented in the Table S1 in Supporting Information. 
